GAM COLORED WRISTBAND CATEGORIES

- GREEN WRISTBAND: Seed Enterprise, Seed Association, Government
- YELLOW WRISTBAND: Associate Members
- ORANGE WRISTBAND: Affiliate Members
- NO WRISTBAND: Guest Delegates (Non-Voters)

GAM ELECTION CATEGORIES

**Major Country Category Election (Japan)**
- 1 Vacant Seat with 1 Candidate
- Voting Representatives with Green Wristbands are eligible to vote
- Votes will be done by Show of Hands with Yes/No Cards

**Singaporean Nationality / Residence Category Election**
- 1 Vacant Seat with 1 Candidate
- Voting Representatives with Green Wristbands are eligible to vote
- Votes will be done by Show of Hands with Yes/No Cards

**Associate Member Category Election**
- 1 Vacant Seat with 1 Candidate
- Voting Representatives with Green & Yellow Wristbands are eligible to vote
- Votes will be done by Show of Hands with Yes/No Cards

**Seed Enterprise or Government Agencies Category Election**
- Total of 5 Vacancies from 11 Candidates
- Voting Representatives with Green Wristbands are eligible to vote
- Votes will be done using White Colored Paper Ballot (1st Round Election)
- 2nd Round Election using Light-Blue Colored Paper Ballots if needed
- Votes will be collected in the box and will be counted by election committee.

2ND ROUND ELECTIONS – TIE SCENARIOS

**SCENARIO 1**
If two (2) Indians get equal votes for any position

- Spots 1 & 2 Tie between Indians
- Spots 3, 4, 5 & 6 will be elected

- Spots 2 & 3 Tie between Indians
- Spots 1, 4, 5 & 6 will be elected

- Spots 3 & 4 Tie between Indians
- Spots 1, 2, 5 & 6 will be elected

- Spots 4 & 5 Tie between Indians
- Spots 1, 3, & 6 will be elected

**SCENARIO 2**
If one (1) Indian along with any other National gets Tie with equal Votes

- Both candidates will be elected if their positions are tied between Spot 1 – Spot 4
- 2nd Round Election is not needed
- 2nd Round Election will decide the winner

- If the Tie between the 2 Candidates are for Spot 5
- 2nd Round Election is not needed
- 2nd Round Election will decide the winner

**SCENARIO 3**
If any two (2) Candidates other than Indian Nationals gets Tie with equal votes

- Both candidates will be elected if their positions are tied between Spot 1 – Spot 4
- 2nd Round Election is not needed
- 2nd Round Election will decide the winner

- If the 2 Candidates are tied for the position of Spot 5
- 2nd Round Election is not needed
- 2nd Round Election will decide the winner

**SCENARIO 4**
If two (2) Indians are elected in any spots between 1 - 5

- The Indian with the highest number of votes will be elected
- The Indian with the lower number of votes will not be elected
- The next candidate with the highest number of votes will be elected
- 2nd Round Election is not needed